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800-015-04-F: QI PROJECT WORKSHEET FORM 

 

Division / Program / Process Area: Program / Process Manager: 

Department Wide / All Divisions Health Commissioner / Division Leaders 

Project Title: 

Phone Answering and Routing 

TEAM DETAILS 

Project Team Members: 

 Member Need/Responsibility Name Title Level Division 

 QIPT Consultant / Fresh 

Perspective 

Heather Macdonald Lab Technician Non-Management Lab 

 Subject Matter Expert Ashley Archer WIC Assistant  Non-Management WIC 

 Subject Matter Expert Connie Standard PH Clerk I Non-Management Nursing 

 Subject Matter Expert Jil Neuman PH Clerk I Non-Management VS 

 Subject Matter Expert Connie Ash PH Clerk I Non-Management EH 

 QIPT Consultant Helper/ 

Timekeeper  

Terri Dzienis APC Director Management APC 

  

Note taker/Scribe: Terri Dzienis 

Meeting Frequency and Duration: 

Planned 2 meetings at 3.5 hours each for planning then short check/act meeting after improvement. 

Will handle improvement implementation via email. 

 

PROJECT SCOPE 

Project Objectives:   

Reduce calls to incorrect division 

Reduce time of caller on phone with wrong staff 

Reduce time spent on process by all staff  

Improve customer & employee satisfaction  

Simplify main line auto-attendant 

 

Background (what is the problem, strategic importance, importance to customer):   

There are five main phones lines (HD, APC, EH, NUR, WIC) that customers can call to reach the 

department (4 of which are division specific); this causes confusion for customers since they end up 

calling the wrong number/division.  When calls are received for the wrong division or at the HD main 

line, calls are transferred to the division main lines so the clerks can talk to the caller and then transfer 

them to their destination, creating multiple transfers per call. There are auto-attendants on both the HD 

main and APC main lines, but not the other 3 lines. The HD main Auto attendant has a really long 

introduction message and callers seem to choose the wrong option.  Some calls are transferred to wrong 

person or division.  These scenarios cause both staff (internal customer) and caller (external customer) 

frustration and dissatisfaction. Improving customer and staff satisfaction are both strategic priorities. 
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Boundaries (limits on scope of process change allowable by Process Manager, legal restrictions, budget, etc.): 

Nursing: HIPAA concerns of what can be shared and who it can be shared with 

Overall: Improvement without costing money 

Process 

Scope 

First Step in the process (to be included in project): 

Call received/Phone rings 

Last Step in the process (to be included in project): 

Call gets to end user / Caller gets to where they needed 

What team has authority to do: 

      Implement improvement  Make recommendations to process owner prior to implementation 

Project Start Date: 8/18/2017 

Estimated End Date: 12/31/2017 

Link to where project documents are stored: 

L:\ALL\Staff Committees\Quality Improvement\QI Projects\2017\QI Project Phone Routing 

PLAN PHASE 

Date(s) of team planning meetings:  8/18/2017, 8/25/2017, and 9/29/2017 

Describe the current process (if process mapping and/or SIPOC QI tools were used, attach photo): 

There are five main phones lines (HD, APC, EH, NUR, WIC) that customers can call to reach the 

department (4 of which are division specific); There are auto-attendants on both the HD main and APC 

main lines, but not the other 4 lines.  There are 9 staff that answer these 5 phones lines. If calls are 

received that require transferring to another division, the staff transfer to other phone answering staff 

instead of the end destination/user. There is also the potential for loop-back for incorrectly transferred 

calls. 

Process mapping and SIPOC QI Tools used - See attached photos 

Describe the problem / situation:   

HD main Auto attendant is too long. Callers seem to choose the wrong option on the auto-attendant. 

Some calls are transferred to wrong person or division.  If transferred to voicemail, calls can loop back to 

main number if caller presses 0.  Callers ask the same questions over and over (WIC).  Calls come in for 

other Health Departments or Building Code.  Clerks that answer phones do not know if a person is out of 

the office.  Callers are unhappy to get voicemail. Calls for information or external agency numbers.  

Callers have more than one request that needs answered by more than one division/person. Transfers 

to clerk to clerk instead of end users. 

Process customers / stakeholders (both internal and external): 

Internal: Employees (both phone answering staff and staff that the caller need to reach) 

External: Callers; other Agencies 

What baseline data will you use? Does this data exist?  

Received Call logs from phone system provided by IT for the five main numbers to provide call volume, 

which is existing data. 

Data for the types of calls received (for wrong division/agency, caller requests, etc) to define problem 

does not exist.  
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What customer satisfaction data exist? If yes, what does the data say? 

No specific customer satisfaction data has been collected previously.  

Clerks have experience with callers stating they want to talk to a live person or they don’t want 

voicemail, but don’t have data for how often this occurs. 

If baseline data doesn’t exist, develop and describe baseline data collection plan: 

The team developed a data collection form for all staff required to answer one of the 5 main phone lines 

to tally calls for one week that fit into the following categories: Calls received for the incorrect Health 

Department; Calls received for the incorrect Division; callers requesting to talk to a live person; callers 

complaining about the number of people they have talked to; calls transferred to another division’s 

clerk; calls transferred to final person in another division. These categories were selected as the highest 

priority issues to define with data. 

Received Call logs from phone system for the five main numbers will be provided by IT to provide call 

volume for the same one week, and this will be used to produce rate data (# for category divided by 

total calls received) for the categories. 

Raw data will be entered into an Excel spreadsheet for analysis 

Collect the baseline data for one week that is representative of normal operations: 9/15/18-9/22/18 

 

Develop and list draft Performance Metrics: Performance Metrics Baseline 

Data? (Y/N) What measures will tell you if you are successful? Current Goal 

# or rate of customer complaints with “you are the 3rd person 

I have talked to” 

See below 

table 

Any 

decrease 

Y 9/15-22/18 

# or rate of calls to wrong HD See below 

table 

Any 

decrease 

Y 9/15-22/18 

# or rate of calls to incorrect Divisions See below 

table  

Any 

decrease 

Y 9/15-22/18 

# or rate of calls transferred to other clerks or to end user See below 

table 

Any 

decrease 

Y 9/15-22/18 

# or rate of callers requesting to talk to a live person (no 

voicemail) 

See below 

table 

Any 

decrease 

Y 9/15-22/18 

Length of time/# of selections on main line auto-attendant See below 

table 

Any 

decrease 

Y 9/15-22/18 

List contributing factors and root cause(s) to the problem and describe what QI tools were used: 

Auto selection too long and not pertinent 

Underutilization of technology - no Auto Attendant for WIC and EH 

Extensions/direct dial numbers for staff are not provided directly to customers or posted for all to use 

Calls are transferred clerk to clerk instead of to end user 

Clerks don't know who is off work to inform caller and know proper transfer location 

Call buttons on phones are outdated – have old employee names or ext that are not commonly needed 

Callers provide too much information to clerks extending the calls; but clerks don’t know how to handle 

Calls received for general info - we are listed as Public Information  in the phone book 

Employee voicemail messages say to “dial 0 for operator” so clerks get calls they can’t handle 

Dental phone go direct to voicemail instead of ringing phone 

Tools used:  SIPOC, Process Mapping, Tim U Wood, 4 Voices, Value Added, Brainstorming, and 5 Whys. 
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List potential improvement strategies and describe what QI tools were used: 

Create/Update internal routing list – list of end user responsibilities 

Add Auto attendant for WIC and EH 

Provide copy of commonly requested external #'s list to all clerks  

Out of office for more than one day list 

Update HD main auto attendant – simplify, shorten intro, add option for lab, change end City message 

Define policy on providing direct dial phone #'s on letters, emails, website and exceptions  

Add website contact list for certain divisions 

Develop cheat sheet for clerks to provide answers to common questions 

Update phone button labels on clerks phones 

Update phone book so it doesn’t say “public info” for HD main line 

Update voicemail instructions to remove use of “dial 0 for operator” statement 

Research having only one phone number for entire department (eliminate division lines). 

Reprogram dental phone to ring instead of go to voicemail 

Tools used:  Brainstorming 

Select improvement strategy (and any associated costs) and describe what QI tools were used to 

make decision:  

Create/Update internal routing list – list of end user responsibilities 

Add Auto attendant for WIC and EH 

Provide copy of commonly requested external #'s list to all clerks  

Out of office for more than one day list 

Update HD main auto attendant – simplify, shorten intro, add option for lab, change end City message 

Define policy on providing direct dial phone #'s on letters, emails, website and exceptions  

Add website contact list for certain divisions 

Develop cheat sheet for clerks to provide answers to common questions 

Update phone button labels on clerks phones 

Update phone book so it doesn’t say “public info” for HD main line 

Update voicemail instructions to remove use of “dial 0 for operator” statement 

Research having only one phone number for entire department (eliminate division lines). 

Costs: No associated costs with any of the above strategies (except for staff time). 

Tools used:  Impact/Control Matrix 

Link to where the 800-015-05-F QI Project Action Plan is stored (without actual completion dates): 

L:\ALL\Staff Committees\Quality Improvement\QI Projects\2017\QI Project Phone Routing 

Process efficiency measures of success: 

 Current State Improved State 

Process Steps (yellow+green) 11 Same (no steps reduced) 

Decisions (blue) 2 Same (no steps reduced) 

Delays (hot pink) 1 Same (no steps reduced) 

NVA-Waste steps (salmon) 0 Same (no steps reduced) 

Process time (start to stop) variable Variable 

Paper reduction N/A N/A 
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Develop/refine and list process outcome/performance measures of success: 

 Current State Improved State 

Average Rate of incorrect calls 

transferred another division clerk 

per total calls 

HD = 2.0%      EH = 0% 

WIC = 0%       NUR = 1.3% 

APC = 0% 

HD = 9.6%         EH = 0% 

WIC = 0.8%       NUR = 0.6% 

APC = 0% 

Average Rate of incorrect calls 

transferred another division clerk 

per total incorrect calls 

HD = 29.0%    EH = 0% 

WIC = 0%        NUR = 50.0% 

APC = 0% 

HD = 53.9%       EH = 0% 

WIC = 0%          NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

Average Rate of incorrect calls 

transferred another division final 

person per total calls 

HD = 7.0%      EH = 8.1% 

WIC = 0%       NUR = 1.1% 

APC = 1.3% 

HD = 6.4%         EH = 2.3% 

WIC = 0.8%       NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

Average Rate of calls received for 

incorrect division per total calls 

HD = 8.4%        EH = 7.3% 

WIC = 0.4%      NUR = 3.5% 

APC = 1.3% 

HD = 17.4%       EH = 0.5% 

WIC = 0%           NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

Average Rate of calls received for 

incorrect Health Dept per total 

calls 

HD = 2.6%        EH = 2.0% 

WIC = 5.8%      NUR = 2.0% 

APC = 0% 

HD = 1.5%         EH = 0.4% 

WIC = 0%          NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

Average Rate of callers 

requesting to talk to a live person 

per total calls 

HD = 0.9%        EH = 2.2% 

WIC = 0%         NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

HD = 0.5%         EH = 3.4% 

WIC = 0.2%       NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

Average Rate of callers 

complaining about # of people 

talked to per total calls 

HD = 0%           EH = 0% 

WIC = 0%         NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

HD = 0.3%          EH = 0% 

WIC = 0%           NUR = 0% 

APC = 0% 

Develop and describe improvement data collection plan:  

Improvement data will be collected exactly as baseline data (see that section for details) so that it is 

comparable.  

Added an additional category on the tally form to gather information of which phone # was called for 

those calls for incorrect division.  

 

DO PHASE 

Implement improvement strategy (conduct key action steps and list any changes made to strategy 

during implementation):  

All improvements selected were implemented except for a few. Didn’t implement Out of office for more 

than one day list since there isn’t an easy way to distribute this information and the attendance system 

is currently changing. Didn’t update phone book since we weren’t sure who to contact; will still continue 

to pursue this improvement. Didn’t update voicemail instructions since phone system is changing within 

the year and will provide updated instructions.  

Significant delays with this Do phase due to issues with phone line infrastructure (i.e. phone service 

provider changed in October 2017 causing numerous phone line/system inoperability issues). Delay also 

occurred during the 1st attempt at collecting improvement data (on 7/17/2018-7/23/2018) when the 

phone system calls received recording was not working, which required IT to repair the recording 

feature so the data would be available for the data collection event. 
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Describe which division/process areas implemented the improvement strategy:   

All divisions were involved.   

Costs incurred to CCPH for the implemented the improvement strategy: 

None 

Link to where the updated 800-015-05-F QI Project Action Plan is stored (with actual completion dates): 

L:\ALL\Staff Committees\Quality Improvement\QI Projects\2017\QI Project Phone Routing 

CHECK PHASE 

Date(s) Improvement data was collected: 10/1/2018 thru 10/5/2018 

Date(s) Check meetings conducted: 10/12/2018 

Study the results (list improved state data above). What does the data indicate? 

 Rate of callers requesting to talk to a live person went up – group thinks this is because they don’t 

want to deal with the auto-attendant or don’t want voicemail since they think their call is important 

 Calls received for incorrect division was improved for division lines but worsened for HD main line 

 For nursing: the week improvement data was collected didn’t have any calls to tally, but this week 

has a lot, which indicates a long time period may be needed to collect data. 

 Per clerk experience, the majority of calls on the HD main line for an incorrect division transfer to 

clerk are for EH – since no sanitarians are in the office, the call needs to be directed to the clerk. 

o Maybe there should be staff in EH designated to answer questions to avoid this (already done in 

Nursing). 

 Per clerk experience, there are some issues with the EH auto-attendant: when calling individual 

sanitarians, go direct to voicemail instead of ring phone 

 There is speculation of HD main auto-attendant issues: that callers press zero to avoid listening to 

the auto-attendant or that get our number thinking we are someplace else; different understanding 

of the words we used on the auto-attendant so they select the wrong option; not every program  

needs to be an option on the auto-attendant, so maybe remove Epidemiology since misunderstood 

o We need data of caller behavior to know factually what is occurring (like the phone # the caller 

called, how they got that #, who they wanted, what option they chose on the auto-attendant, 

etc.) 

 Some staff are now receiving incorrect calls they never got before (Lab, Amanda Archer) 

 Staff have been using their direct dial phone numbers on their correspondence, but don’t know If 

people are calling those numbers (no data collected for this). 

 Overall not an improvement for HD main line but improvement for division lines; indicating a shift of 

calls from the divisions to the HD main line or sub-optimization 

 

List any QI Tools or data analysis tools used to evaluate data: 

Excel spreadsheet to calculate rate data and bar/run charts to compare baseline and improvement data. 

ACT PHASE 

Date(s) Act/Conclusion meetings conducted: 10/12/2018 
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Describe what action you will take: 

1. Adopt the change 

2. Adapt the change and repeat the cycle (if selected, submit project proposal for next cycle) 

3. Abandon the project  

Group decided to Adapt the change – they will keep what we have implemented so far since some 

improvement had occurred, but further improvement is needed on the HD main auto-attendant. The 

further improvements (the 2nd PDCA cycle) will be part of a new separate project. This project (for the 1st 

PDCA cycle) is considered complete. 

Describe the key lessons learned (two to three): 

Calls for WIC asking general questions went down to zero, since answers are now on auto-attendant 

Need caller customer input data in order to customize auto-attendant for even more improvement 

List any measure that will continue to be tracked, frequency, and who will track the measure (this will 

be added to the PMS): 

None 

List process efficiencies gained as a result of this implemented improvement (and update the metrics 

listed in the “Plan” section of the improved state): 

Number of calls answered by Connie Ash (EH Clerk) have reduced due to the EH auto-attendant.  

Number of calls answered by WIC have reduced due to the WIC auto-attendant. 

List how the cost savings and/or personnel time savings gained from the improvements will be used 

(e.g. new computers, time for additional services, etc) (consultation with the leadership team may be 

needed to complete this): 

Staff that are answering less calls are able to focus on completing other assigned tasks. 

Project End Date: 10/12/2018 

  

ATTACH BELOW PHOTOS OF QI TOOLS USED AND PROJECT WORK COMPLETED 

 

SIPOC: 
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Process Map of current process with waste marked and value-added steps marked: 

 

 

Issues Brainstorm and Root Causes Brainstorm: 
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Improvement Ideas Brainstorm: Impact-Control Matrix: 

 

 

 

Data Analysis Bar/Run Charts: 

  

 


